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For the symmetrical SOI waveguide with For the symmetrical SOI waveguide with 

h h = 5= 5μμm, m, nn11 = 3.5, = 3.5, nn22 = = nn33 = 1.5, operating at 1.3= 1.5, operating at 1.3μμm, the m, the 
number of modes will be number of modes will be 

wherewhere

thusthus

 there will be 25 modes (including there will be 25 modes (including mm = 0)= 0)
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Single mode condition Single mode condition 

Maximum thickness for single mode operation in Maximum thickness for single mode operation in 
the symmetrical SOI planar waveguidethe symmetrical SOI planar waveguide

 approximately 0.2approximately 0.2μμm for m for λλ00 = 1.3= 1.3μμmm
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SorefSoref, et. al. 1991, analyzed with the condition , et. al. 1991, analyzed with the condition 

for the modes for the modes HEHEp,qp,q and and EHEHp,qp,q for for pp = 0,1,2= 0,1,2……, , qq
= 0,1,2= 0,1,2……, , 

Figure 4.6 Rib waveguide definitions 
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Only 0.5 Only 0.5 ≤≤ rr < 1.0 is analyzed < 1.0 is analyzed 
–– FFor or rr ≥≥ 0.5, the effective indices of vertical modes in 0.5, the effective indices of vertical modes in 

the planar region each side of the rib will become the planar region each side of the rib will become 
larger than those in the rib other than the larger than those in the rib other than the 
fundamental mode.fundamental mode.

All modes other than the fundamental mode will  be All modes other than the fundamental mode will  be 
cut off cut off 
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SingleSingle--mode condition for the aspect ratio mode condition for the aspect ratio 
–– by by SorefSoref et al.et al.

Figure 4.7 Beam propagation simulation of a rib waveguide. 



SingleSingle--mode condition for the aspect ratio mode condition for the aspect ratio 
–– by by PogossianPogossian et al. where et al. where cc = = -- 0.050.05

–– by EIM (effective index method) by EIM (effective index method) cc = 0= 0
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LARGE SINGLELARGE SINGLE--MODE RIB WAVEGUIDESMODE RIB WAVEGUIDES

Figure 4.8 The single-mode condition compared to experimental data. 
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Complex refractive indexComplex refractive index

Recall that Recall that 

thusthus
The term The term exp(exp(--kk00nnIIzz)) is often is often redesignatedredesignated as as 

exp(exp(--1/21/2ααzz))
–– αα: intensity loss coefficient: intensity loss coefficient



PROPAGATION LOSS IN OPTICAL PROPAGATION LOSS IN OPTICAL 
WAVEGUIDESWAVEGUIDES

Widely accepted benchmark for loss is of the Widely accepted benchmark for loss is of the 
order of 1 dB/cm. order of 1 dB/cm. 
–– This is because an integrated optical circuit is This is because an integrated optical circuit is 

typically a few centimeters in length. typically a few centimeters in length. 
Since an optical loss of 3 dB corresponds to 1/2 Since an optical loss of 3 dB corresponds to 1/2 
of the optical power, it is clear that a loss of of the optical power, it is clear that a loss of 
much more than 1 dB/cm will rapidly result in a much more than 1 dB/cm will rapidly result in a 
very poor signalvery poor signal--toto--noise ratio at the detector. noise ratio at the detector. 
Add to this additional losses due to coupling to Add to this additional losses due to coupling to 
or from the optical circuit, or losses within the or from the optical circuit, or losses within the 
circuit not associated with propagation loss, and circuit not associated with propagation loss, and 
the situation is exacerbated. the situation is exacerbated. 
Losses for SOI waveguides are typically in the Losses for SOI waveguides are typically in the 
range 0.1range 0.1--0.5 dB/cm. 0.5 dB/cm. 

Volume scatteringVolume scattering
–– caused by imperfections in the bulk waveguide caused by imperfections in the bulk waveguide 

material, such as voids, contaminant atoms, or material, such as voids, contaminant atoms, or 
crystalline defects. crystalline defects. 

–– Bulk material: Bulk material: RayleightRayleight scattering,scattering,λλ--44 dependencedependence
–– Confined waves: the wavelength dependence is Confined waves: the wavelength dependence is 

related to the axial correlation length of the defectsrelated to the axial correlation length of the defects
For correlation lengths shorter than or of the order of the For correlation lengths shorter than or of the order of the 
wavelength, the scattering loss exhibits a wavelength, the scattering loss exhibits a λλ--33 dependence, dependence, 
because the reduction of confinement for longer wavelengths because the reduction of confinement for longer wavelengths 
partially counters the partially counters the λλ--44 relationrelation
For long correlation lengths compared to the wavelength, For long correlation lengths compared to the wavelength, 
radiation losses dominate and a radiation losses dominate and a λλ--11 dependence is dependence is 
observed observed 

Interface scatteringInterface scattering
–– due to roughness at the interface between the core and the due to roughness at the interface between the core and the 

claddings of the waveguide.claddings of the waveguide.
TienTien in 1971, in 1971, 
–– based upon the based upon the specularspecular reflection of power from a surface. reflection of power from a surface. 

This condition holds for long correlation lengths, which is a This condition holds for long correlation lengths, which is a 
reasonable assumption in most cases.reasonable assumption in most cases.

–– PPrr specularspecular reflection power, reflection power, PPii incident power, incident power, σσvariance of variance of 
surface surface roughtnessroughtness ((r.m.sr.m.s. roughness), . roughness), θθ11 is the propagation is the propagation 
angle within the waveguide, and angle within the waveguide, and nn11 is the refractive index of the is the refractive index of the 
core. core. 



 Loss Coefficient due to Interface ScatteringLoss Coefficient due to Interface Scattering

σσuu andandσσll: surface roughness of upper and lower : surface roughness of upper and lower 
surfaces, respectivelysurfaces, respectively

 kkyuyu and and kkylyl: decay constant of upper and lower : decay constant of upper and lower 
surface , respectivelysurface , respectively

 hh: waveguide thickness: waveguide thickness

Consider a planar waveguide: Consider a planar waveguide: 
nn11 = 3.5, = 3.5, nn22 = 1.5, = 1.5, nn33 = 1.0, = 1.0, h h = 1.0 = 1.0 μμm, and the m, and the 
operating wavelength operating wavelength λλ00 = 1.3 = 1.3 μμm. Let us m. Let us 
compare the scattering loss of two different compare the scattering loss of two different 
modes of the waveguide, say the TEmodes of the waveguide, say the TE00 and the and the 
TETE22 modes. modes. 

θθ11 are 80.8are 80.8ºº (TE(TE00) and 60.7) and 60.7ºº (TE(TE22).).
Decay constant: Decay constant: kkyuyu and and kkylyl

If If σσuu andandσσl l are both 1 nm.are both 1 nm.
For TEFor TE00::ααs s = 0.04 cm= 0.04 cm--1 1 (0.17 dB/cm)(0.17 dB/cm)
For TEFor TE22::ααs s = 1.33 cm= 1.33 cm--11 (5.78 dB/cm)(5.78 dB/cm)

101 sinθβ kn=

Silicon: band edge wavelength = 1.1 Silicon: band edge wavelength = 1.1 μμmm
–– λλ= 1.15 = 1.15 μμm m  attenuation = 2.83 dB/cmattenuation = 2.83 dB/cm
–– λλ= 1.52 = 1.52 μμm m  attenuation = 0.004 dB/cmattenuation = 0.004 dB/cm
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DrudeDrude--LorentzLorentz equation: change in absorptionequation: change in absorption

–– ee: : the electronic charge, the electronic charge, cc: the velocity of light in : the velocity of light in 
vacuum, vacuum, μμee: the electron mobility, : the electron mobility, μμhh: the hole mobility, : the hole mobility, 
m*m*cece: the effective mass of electrons, : the effective mass of electrons, mm**chch: the effective : the effective 
mass of holes, mass of holes, NNee: the free electron concentration, : the free electron concentration, NNhh: : 
the free hole concentration, the free hole concentration, εε00: the permittivity of free : the permittivity of free 
space, and space, and λλ00: the free space wavelength.: the free space wavelength.

If If NNee and and NNhh are 10are 101818 cmcm--33,,
ΔΔαα= 2.5 cm= 2.5 cm--1 1 (10.86 dB/cm)(10.86 dB/cm)

Figure 4.9 Additional loss of silicon due to free carriers. 

Waveguide defectWaveguide defect
–– e.g., slightly damaged fabrication mask e.g., slightly damaged fabrication mask 
–– Mode coupled into higher order modes and Mode coupled into higher order modes and 

then attenuated by radiationthen attenuated by radiation
Waveguide bending Waveguide bending 
––  Chap. 6.3Chap. 6.3

Substrate radiationSubstrate radiation
–– Buried oxide (BOX) layer should be Buried oxide (BOX) layer should be 

sufficiently thick sufficiently thick 

–– Depends on the modes, polarization and wavelengthDepends on the modes, polarization and wavelength
–– For 1.3For 1.3--1.61.6μμm, Buried Oxide should > 0.4 m, Buried Oxide should > 0.4 μμm.m.
–– Thinner core Thinner core  thicker BOX layerthicker BOX layer

Figure 4.10 Buried oxide layer thickness vs planar SOI waveguide thickness for 
achieving ~ 0.001 dB/cm loss for the fundamental mode at the wavelength of 1550nm 


